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Impact of crowded environments 
on binding between protein 
and single‑stranded DNA
Birgit Köhn1,2, Patricia Schwarz1, Pernilla Wittung‑Stafshede3 & Michael Kovermann1,2*

The concept of Molecular Crowding depicts the high density of diverse molecules present in the 
cellular interior. Here, we determine the impact of low molecular weight and larger molecules 
on binding capacity of single‑stranded DNA (ssDNA) to the cold shock protein B (CspB). Whereas 
structural features of ssDNA‑bound CspB are fully conserved in crowded environments as probed 
by high‑resolution NMR spectroscopy, intrinsic fluorescence quenching experiments reveal subtle 
changes in equilibrium affinity. Kinetic stopped‑flow data showed that DNA‑to‑protein association 
is significantly retarded independent of choice of the molecule that is added to the solution, but 
dissociation depends in a nontrivial way on its size and chemical characteristics. Thus, for this DNA–
protein interaction, excluded volume effect does not play the dominant role but instead observed 
effects are dictated by the chemical properties of the crowder. We propose that surrounding molecules 
are capable of specific modification of the protein’s hydration shell via soft interactions that, in turn, 
tune protein–ligand binding dynamics and affinity.

Specific interactions of proteins with DNA take place in cells in the presence of up to 400 g/L of  macromolecules1,2, 
and the environments are additionally confined by cellular and compartmental membranes. Recently published 
studies have shown that cellular compartments can be further segregated into membraneless bodies of specific 
composition with even higher local concentrations of different  biopolymers3–5. Specific protein-to-DNA interac-
tions are tightly regulated by the affinities (which is a combination of association and dissociation rate constants) 
of the respective binding partners which strongly depend on effective local  concentrations6 as well as viscosity 
dependent  diffusion7 of the binding partners. Further alterations of affinity may occur due to more subtle effects 
such as sticking of the binding partners to any encountered obstacle in solution caused by unspecific electrostatic, 
hydrophobic or van der Waals interactions, and a sterically induced “excluded volume” effect. The term “excluded 
volume” was originally coined by Werner Kuhn to describe the volume around the center of an object which 
cannot be penetrated by the center of another  object8 and further applied by Paul Flory to the self-exclusion of 
segments in a polymer  chain9. Minton, who coined the expression “macromolecular crowding” in  198110, refers 
with this to the effect that volume exclusion has on the energetics and transport properties of macromolecules 
in a highly volume-occupied  medium11, where the reduction of the available volume will favor compact over 
expanded conformations as well as associated over dissociated states. In recent years of macromolecular crowding 
research this classical crowding concept focusing merely on “hard interaction” (steric, entropic effects) has been 
acknowledged to be modified by so-called “soft interactions” (enthalpic effects)12. In order to estimate the role 
of chemical properties of the macromolecular crowders in context of the overall crowding effect, it is required 
to include a focus on the effects caused by the monomeric subunits of the macromolecules, giving rise to the 
concept of “low molecular weight crowders”13. This aspect directly overlaps with the well-established concepts 
of solvency and osmolyte effects in the way of treating  cosolutes14. On the one hand, excluded volume has been 
considered in model calculations to influence the entropic component of protein folding and association reactions 
in  solution15–19. Excluded volume gives rise to depletion interactions, which occur when the excluded volumes 
of macromolecular particles overlap, resulting in macromolecules repelling other molecules from that space, 
generating—via osmotic pressure changes—an attractive force between the particles that initially overlap in their 
excluded volumes. This will cause association as soon as the attractive interaction is strong enough to overcome 
the loss in conformational  entropy20. Note that colloidal particles and polymer chains may generate differences 
in the overlap volume due to their inherent differences in three-dimensional conformational space. On the other 
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hand, effects such as unspecific binding, hydrophobic or polar contact interactions between macromolecules and 
cosolutes have been considered to account for enthalpic changes in thermodynamic  parameters21,22. Here the 
term “hydrophobic interactions” refers to the attractive interaction taking place when hydrophobic patches of 
macromolecules or hydrophobic residues get in contact with each other. This interaction can be further modi-
fied by solvent properties, for example hydrophobic solvent moieties can reduce the hydrophobic interaction 
between the macromolecules by offering alternative hydrophobic interaction sites, whereas highly polar solvents 
can enhance the hydrophobic interaction between macromolecules. As one striking example, the influence of 
polyethylene glycol on hydrophobic base-pair stacking in DNA was observed  recently23. Besides that, effects 
of cellular confinement on kinetic interactions have been considered in different models dealing with fractal 
 environments24 and depletion interactions (representing an attractive force between particles that is based on the 
exclusion of solutes from the proximity of these two particles, also noted above) depending on the concentration 
and size of particles (inert molecules) constituting the solution under  study20,25.

In contrast to the complexity of the cellular environment, affinities of DNA–binding proteins are usually 
determined in vitro at experimental conditions comprising a dilute solution of a buffering agent and purified 
interaction partners stripped of their cellular surrounding. Parameters determined under such a diluted setting 
cannot hold for in vivo interactions and have to be corrected in order to draw realistic conclusions about the 
kind and strength of interactions that take place in vivo. On the one hand, the study of affinities at standard 
laboratory conditions is reasonably established due to the limited resolution and timely restrictions of measure-
ments in vivo. On the other hand, due to the limited resolution and timely restrictions of measurements in vivo, 
the acquisition of highly resolved experimental data for individual protein species, which are present at defined 
crowded conditions in vitro, represents one rational way of considering the intracellular complexity. Up to date 
though, a consent regarding a valid model of how to mimic the cellular environment in the test tube is missing.

In order to transfer binding affinities for ligand-to-protein interactions as well as conformational stabilities 
and kinetic data derived from high resolution in vitro measurements to the diverse, highly crowded cellular envi-
ronment, a bottom-up approach is  appropriate26,27. This strategy accounts for the multiple and diverse intracel-
lular contributing factors by assessing them one by one. Thus, starting from dilute experimental conditions, the 
controlled addition of inert molecules (often referred to as ‘crowding agents’) possessing individual physical and 
chemical properties to the test tube enables us to mimic the density of the intracellular  environment28,29 and, at 
the same time, suppress the natural sample degradation and additional simultaneous interactions with multiple 
binding partners that could take place in vivo. Advantageously, this bottom-up approach focuses on one (bio)
physical parameter at a time, and allows us to consider steric interactions apart from charged or strongly polar 
interactions by the choice of added molecule and enables the investigation of a selected interaction between two 
binding partners with highly-resolved biophysical methods. Here, we set out to probe the effect of a crowded 
environment, using large as well as small molecules, on a selected DNA-to-protein interaction.

To implement crowded environments, we have used concentrations of 100–300 g/L of the macromolecules 
polyethylene glycol of 1 or 8 kDa (PEG1, PEG8), and dextran of 20 kDa molecular mass (Dex20) and their 
monomeric counterparts ethylene glycol (EG) and glucose. As the DNA–protein pair, we have examined the 
interaction between the nucleic acid binding protein CspB (Cold shock protein B) from Bacillus subtilis (BsCspB) 
and ssDNA (single stranded deoxyribonucleic acid) of various length. BsCspB is a well-investigated protein as 
the highly resolved three-dimensional structure of its ligand-free state has been known for  long30,31. It has been 
shown that BsCspB binds preferentially to 6–7 nucleotide (nt) long stretches of thymine (T)-based  ssDNA32. Zeeb 
et al. characterized the binding interface between BsCspB and ssDNA by solution state NMR  spectroscopy33 and 
the solution structure of BsCspB in complex with heptathymidine (TTT TTT T, dT7) has been  solved34. Further, 
a crystal structure of BsCspB bound to  dT635,36 and structures of BsCspB bound to several RNA molecules have 
been  reported37. Moreover, the impact of a crowded environment on the thermodynamic stability of BsCspB was 
recently probed on the atomic-level by using a convergent experimental setup comprising different biophysical 
techniques including fluorescence and high-resolution NMR  spectroscopy26,27. The presence of crowded environ-
ments increases the thermodynamic stability of this protein and thus it is of high interest to explore the effects 
of such crowded environments also on the interaction between BsCspB and oligonucleotides.

In this study we have combined high-resolution NMR and fluorescence spectroscopy, in equilibrium and 
time-resolved, to probe the site, strength, and dynamics of this protein–DNA interaction in a set of differently 
crowded environments. We found by intertwining high-resolution NMR with fluorescence spectroscopy that the 
presence of a crowded environment significantly retards the association kinetics between single stranded DNA 
and BsCspB, independent of the inherent characteristics and size of the added molecule. Contrary, the change in 
ligand dissociation comparing dilute conditions with crowded environments depends precisely on the chemical 
features of the molecule that is supplemented to the solution under study. The nontrivial results obtained in this 
study highlight that excluded volume effects do not dominate but instead solvation effects, provided by both 
low molecular weight and larger crowding molecules in a chemistry-dependent way, play a large role. Due to 
the fundamental importance of protein–DNA interactions for cell functions, and the widespread variations of 
existing pairs of proteins and oligonucleotides found in  biology38–40, our study on one selected DNA–protein 
pair has broad implications.

Results
Crowded environments do not modify BsCspB structure when bound to ssDNA. First, we 
applied high-resolution NMR spectroscopy to obtain residue-specific insights into the structural and dynamical 
impact of crowded environments upon stepwise addition of dT7 to 13C and 15N isotopically labelled BsCspB. 
Changes of chemical shifts, signal heights and line widths of resonance signals upon complex formation were 
analyzed based on the acquisition of heteronuclear two-dimensional 1H–15N and 1H–13C HSQC as well as one-
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dimensional 31P spectra. Qualitatively, the spectra acquired at start—in the absence of dT7—and at end of the 
titration experiment—at a two-fold molar excess of dT7 over BsCspB—are comparable in the absence or pres-
ence of 300 g/L PEG1 or Dex20 (Fig.  1A–C). Only minor perturbations of chemical shifts occur, indicating 
no significant changes in the BsCspB-dT7 complex comparing a crowded environment to dilute conditions. 
Importantly, this result holds for analyses of the protein backbone (Figs. 1A–C, S1A–J), cross-peaks of side chain 
resonances (Fig. S1A,B), and the phosphate backbone resonances in dT7 (Fig. S1K,L). Comparing free with 
dT7-bound protein states at dilute conditions, perturbations of 1H and 15N chemical shifts (CSPs) of resonance 
signals comprising BsCspB are exceeding the mean plus one standard deviation predominantly for Gly14, Val28, 
Ser31, Phe38, Lys39, and Thr40 (Fig. S1C,H). Those identified residues are in full agreement with known sites of 
perturbations for the hexathymidine (dT6)-BsCspB complex under dilute  conditions34. Perturbations of chemi-
cal shifts report inherently either on a direct interaction of residues that contribute to the binding interface of the 
protein under study with the ligand, or on a remote conformational change providing a cooperative or allosteric 
 effect33. The former is the case for Phe38 since this residue is involved in base stacking with nucleobases of the 
 ligand36 whereas the latter can be seen by moderate perturbations of chemical shifts of residues Glu50–Gly54 
that are located distant from the binding  interface33. It has also been shown by site-directed mutagenesis that 
the mobility of residue Arg56 is essential for high affinity ligand  binding34. In 300 g/L PEG1 or 300 g/L Dex20, 
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Figure 1.  Probing the interaction between dT7 and BsCspB in absence and presence of a crowded environment 
by high-resolution NMR spectroscopy. Two-dimensional heteronuclear 1H–15N HSQC spectra comparing 
free (colored in black) and dT7-bound BsCspB (colored in red) under dilute conditions (A) and in presence of 
300 g/L PEG1 (B) or 300 g/L Dex20 (C). The assignment of backbone signals of BsCspB is indicated by using 
the one letter code for amino acids followed by the position in the primary sequence. A twofold molar excess 
of dT7 regarding BsCspB has been used to populate the respective ligand-bound state of BsCspB. Protein 
concentrations varied between 150 µM (free BsCspB) and 144 µM (BsCspB + dT7). NMR spectra shown in (A) 
and (B) have been acquired at T = 298 K, B0 = 18.8 T, spectra shown in (C) have been acquired at T = 294.4 K, 
B0 = 14.1 T, respectively. Analysis of chemical shift perturbations (CSPs) is presented as associated data in 
Fig. S1C–J.
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chemical shift perturbations upon addition of a twofold excess of dT7 report on a pattern highly similar to the 
one that is observed under dilute conditions (Fig. S1D,I). Correlation analyses of chemical shift perturbations 
(CSPs) under dilute conditions and in crowded environments (presence of PEG1 or Dex20 molecules) reveals 
an almost linear dependence (Fig. S1F). Thus, CSP analysis demonstrates no difference in the protein–DNA 
complex structure when dilute conditions are compared with crowded environments.

The above conclusion is corroborated by analyses of individual signal heights and line widths of the two-
dimensional 1H–15N HSQC NMR spectra. When comparing the ratio of signal heights found for start- and 
endpoints of the titration experiments conducted under dilute conditions as well as in various crowded environ-
ments, a qualitatively similar overall pattern on a residue-by-residue basis can indeed be observed (Fig. S2A–E). 
The mean ratio of intensities found for dilute conditions, Iend/Istart = 1.6 ± 1.7 (Fig. S2A), slightly decreases 
when the concentration of crowding molecules increases to 100 g/L PEG8 (Iend/Istart = 1.5 ± 0.7, Fig. S2B), 
200 g/L PEG8 (Iend/Istart = 1.4 ± 0.8, Fig. S2C), 300 g/L PEG1 (Iend/Istart = 1.1 ± 0.8, Fig. S2D), and 300 g/L Dex20 
(Iend/Istart = 1.2 ± 0.4, Fig. S2E). Most residues in BsCspB show progression patterns that can be categorized into the 
slow-to-intermediate exchange regime on the NMR time  scale41. For the majority of cross-peaks, the exchange 
regime is not altered in presence of crowding agents as compared to dilute conditions (Fig. S4). The only cross-
peaks showing significant differences in signal heights over the course of the NMR titration series when compar-
ing dilute with crowded conditions are Phe9, Val26, Glu53, Arg56, and Gly57, respectively (Fig. S3D–I). Note 
that none of these residues showed pronounced changes in chemical shifts upon addition of dT7 (Fig. S1C–E).

The line width of NMR resonance signals enables the evaluation of the binding between BsCspB and dT7 in 
terms of dynamic  processes33. The analysis of the line width in the proton dimension of 17 residues comprising 
the binding interface between dT7 and BsCspB yields a mean of 36 ± 6 Hz in absence of dT7 applying dilute 
conditions (Fig. S5A). A twofold stoichiometric excess of dT7 over BsCspB decreases the mean in line width by 
about ten percent to 32 ± 2 Hz indicating a highly dynamic binding process (Fig. S5A). In presence of 300 g/L 
PEG1, the mean in line width is specified with 38 ± 2 Hz when analyzing the same 17 residues comprising BsC-
spB in absence of dT7 (Fig. S5B). Interestingly, a twofold excess of dT7 over BsCspB does not modify the mean 
line width in presence of 300 g/L PEG1, as it again amounts to 38 ± 4 Hz (Fig. S5B). The analysis of line widths 
in the proton dimension of the same 17 residues performed in presence of 300 g/L Dex20 leads to 42 ± 4 Hz in 
absence of dT7 and 40 ± 4 Hz in presence of a twofold stoichiometric excess of dT7, respectively (Fig. S5C). This 
invariance or only slight decrease in line width of residues comprising the binding interface between BsCspB 
and dT7 hints at alterations in the dynamics of binding comparing dilute with crowded conditions. Note that 
the significant increase in solvent viscosity as induced by the addition of 300 g/L PEG1 or 300 g/L Dex20 does 
not per se increase the line width of residues in BsCspB as no major differences in line widths can be observed 
when ligand-free states are compared (Fig. S5A–C).

Summing up, the analysis of NMR titration data in terms of chemical shifts, signal heights and line widths 
of cross-peaks reveals modest changes in ligand binding upon interaction of dT7 with BsCspB when dilute 
conditions and crowded environments are compared. The dT7-bound state of BsCspB is retained in crowded 
environments but the data reveal some changes in ligand binding dynamics. As the affinity, KD, between dT7 and 
BsCspB is expected to be in the low nanomolar range 34, and considering stoichiometric binding at conditions 
used in NMR titration experiments, this approach cannot unravel changes in KD values that may be induced 
by a crowded environment. Consequently, fluorescence spectroscopy was subsequently employed to monitor 
protein-to-ssDNA association and dissociation kinetics at much lower concentrations of DNA and protein.

Particular crowded environments decrease affinity of ssDNA to BsCspB. We applied fluores-
cence spectroscopy to investigate effects of crowded environments on the affinity of ssDNA to BsCspB. Titration 
experiments using steady state fluorescence spectroscopy showed that a change in affinity of oligothymidines to 
BsCspB is dependent on the type and concentration of the crowding agent (Fig. 2A–D, Table 1). The presence 
of e.g. 300 g/L PEG1 leads to a significant decline in the affinity of oligothymidines regarding BsCspB as seen 
for tetra-, penta-, hexa-, and heptathymidines compared to dilute conditions (Figs. 2A, S6A–C, Table 1). The 
magnitude of change in affinity shows different extents for oligothymidines differing in length (Table 1). A mod-
est decline in ligand binding affinity by a factor of three is seen for dT4 (Table 1) but a decrease by a factor of 
about 30 is seen for dT7, when comparing presence of 300 g/L PEG1 to dilute conditions (Table 1). Note that the 
gradual increase in KD values determined for oligothymidines of decreasing length observed under dilute condi-
tions is conserved in the crowded environment constituted by PEG1 (Table 1). However, the dependence of KD 
values on the length of the ligand interacting with BsCspB observed under dilute  conditions34,37 is exaggerated 
in presence of crowded environments (Table 1).

For separation of the size dependent macromolecular crowding effect from effects due to the chemical prop-
erties of the respective crowder, we also tested the effects of 300 g/L low molecular weight EG—a subunit of the 
polymeric crowding agent PEG—on binding between oligothymidines and BsCspB. The KD value observed for 
the binding of dT5 to BsCspB in presence of 300 g/L PEG1 is comparable to the value obtained in presence of 
300 g/L EG (Fig. 2E, Table 1). This suggests that the effects on the binding affinity found for adding PEG1 or PEG8 
to the test tube are not primarily excluded volume effects. Therefore, we tested another macromolecular crowd-
ing agent possessing different chemical properties to PEG, dextran, and its low molecular weight counterpart, 
glucose. Using solutions comprising 100 g/L Dex20, 200 g/L Dex20, and 300 g/L glucose to probe binding of dT5 
to BsCspB, we found that neither Dex20 nor glucose significantly modifies the binding affinity as compared to 
dilute conditions (Fig. 2E, Table 1). The KD values were determined to KD

300 g/L,glucose = 1.31 ± 0.02 μM and KD
200 

g/L,Dex20 = 0.68 ± 0.02 μM, respectively, and can be compared to KD
dilute = 0.8 ± 0.1 μM. Thus, the KD value for the 

interaction between dT5 and BsCspB remains almost constant when using glucose or Dex20 molecules contrarily 
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Figure 2.  Probing the interaction between different oligothymidines and BsCspB in absence and presence of a 
crowded environment by applying fluorescence spectroscopy in equilibrium. (A) The quench of intrinsic fluorescence 
of BsCspB has been determined for adding dT4 (colored in red, circles), dT5 (colored in orange, rectangles), and dT6 
(colored in blue, triangles) under dilute (open symbols) and 300 g/L PEG1 conditions (closed symbols). (B) Intrinsic 
fluorescence quenching has been determined for adding dT5 in absence (colored in red, circles) and presence of 
100 g/L Dex20 (colored in orange, rectangles), 200 g/L Dex20 (colored in cyan, triangles with tip to top), and 300 g/L 
Dex20 (colored in blue, triangles with tip to bottom). (C) Intrinsic fluorescence quenching has been determined for 
adding dT5 in absence (colored in red, circles) and presence of 300 g/L EG (colored in orange, rectangles) and 300 g/L 
glucose (colored in blue, triangles). (D) Intrinsic fluorescence quenching has been determined for adding dT5 in 
absence (colored in red, circles) and presence of 300 g/L PEG1 (colored in orange, rectangles) and 300 g/L Dex20 
(colored in blue, triangles). All experiments have been performed at T = 298 K using cBsCspB = 4 µM, except in (D) 
where cBsCspB = 2.8 µM was used for cPEG1 = 300 g/L. Equation (3) has been applied to perform numerical analysis of 
experimental data and the corresponding fitting functions are shown as continuous lines. (E) Binding affinity of dT5 to 
BsCspB in presence of c = 200 g/L of EG, glucose, PEG1, or Dex20. The horizontal line indicates binding affinity under 
dilute conditions. Associated data reporting on the binding affinity between oligothymidines and BsCspB are presented 
in Table 1 and Fig. S6A–E.
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to the effects observed for the presence of EG, PEG1, or PEG8. The same results were found when using dT7 
instead of dT5 as ligand (Fig. S6E, Table 1).

Overall, fluorescence equilibrium experiments revealed that the affinity of an oligothymidine to BsCspB 
decreases when comparing dilute conditions with an environment that is constituted by EG, PEG1, or PEG8 
molecules but Dex20 and glucose had little effect on binding affinity. Thus, instead of excluded volume effects, 
the molecules investigated here (both small and large in dimension) may provide other effects (such as soft inter-
actions, potentially impacting protein solvation) that depend on their inherent chemical properties. Such soft 
interactions, also called nonspecific chemical interactions, are for example hydrophobic, electrostatic or van der 
Waals interactions that are not strong enough to cause specific binding, but instead are unspecific, rather weak, 
transient interactions that are dependent on the chemical properties of the respective  molecules42.

Crowded environments affect association rate constants for ssDNA binding to BsCspB. To 
address underlying molecular reasons for altered KD (in case of EG, PEG1, or PEG8) or non-altered KD values 
(in case of glucose, or Dex20), we set out to directly probe dissociation rate constants, koff, and association rate 
constants, kon, that together govern the KD value, employing fluorescence stopped-flow methodology with mil-
lisecond time resolution (Fig. S7A,B). Due to the high viscosity of solution comprising PEG8, we could not use 
this molecule in these experiments.

At dilute conditions, the measured kinetic association rate constants for the interaction of dT5, dT6, and dT7 
with BsCspB (Figs. 3A–D, S8A,B, Table 2) match those reported  before34,37. As the equilibrium affinity increases 
as the chain length of ssDNA increases (Fig. 2A, Table 1), the dissociation rate constants should stepwise decrease 
since the association rate constants are similar for dT5, dT6, and dT7 (Table 2). That the reduced binding affinity 
of shorter oligothymidines to BsCspB in buffer results from an increase of the dissociation rate constant while 
the association rate constant is maintained is in full agreement with earlier  studies33,34,37. However, a precise 
determination of koff values binding kinetics of dT6 and dT7 to BsCspB is impeded as the slope defined by the 
apparent rate constants, kobs, crosses the ordinate close to zero indicating an extremely slow ligand dissociation 
in both cases (Fig. S8A,B). Consequently, using the KD value obtained in fluorescence experiments in equilibrium 
before (Table 1) enables an independent analysis of koff values characterizing the dissociation of dT6 or dT7 from 
BsCspB while applying koff

eq = KD*kon. Thus, koff = 100 ± 10/s as directly determined for the interaction of dT5 to 
BsCspB is accompanied by koff

eq = 18 ± 3/s for dT6 and koff
eq = 4 ± 1/s for dT7, respectively (Table 2).

Table 1.  Numerical values reporting on the binding affinity, KD, of different oligonucleotides to BsCspB 
comparing dilute conditions with crowded environments determined by fluorescence spectroscopy in 
equilibrium. The concentration of BsCspB was set to 0.5 µM (indicated with a), 2.8 µM (indicated with b) 
or 4 µM in fluorescence experiments which have been performed at T = 298 K. KD

crowd: applying a crowded 
environment. KD

dilute: applying dilute conditions. Associated data are shown in Figs. 2A–D and S6A–E.

Ligand Condition KD/nM KD
crowd/KD

dilute

dT4 Dilute 6100 ± 300

dT5 Dilute 750 ± 50

dT5b Dilute 780 ± 10

dT6 Dilute 80 ± 10

dT6a Dilute 30 ± 10

dT7 Dilute 15 ± 5

dT7a Dilute 7 ± 3

dT4 300 g/L PEG1 17000 ± 1100 3

dT5 300 g/L PEG1 3800 ± 100 5

dT6 300 g/L PEG1 580 ± 10 7

dT6a 300 g/L PEG1 415 ± 5 14

dT7 300 g/L PEG1 570 ± 30 41

dT7a 300 g/L PEG1 170 ± 5 24

dT5b 100 g/L Dex20 710 ± 20 0.9

dT5b 200 g/L Dex20 680 ± 20 0.9

dT5b 300 g/L Dex20 350 ± 50 0.5

dT5 300 g/L EG 5100 ± 400 7

dT5 300 g/L glucose 1310 ± 20 1.7

dT7b 100 g/L PEG1 10 ± 10 1

dT7 100 g/L PEG8 14 ± 7 1

dT7 200 g/L PEG1 75 ± 15 5

dT7 200 g/L PEG8 90 ± 20 8

dT7b 300 g/L Dex20 6 ± 3 0.5

dT7a 300 g/L Dex20 5 ± 3 0.5
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Turning to 300 g/L PEG1 conditions, a prominent impact on the association rate constant is observed for 
dT5, dT6, and dT7 (Figs. 3B, S8A,B, Table 2). The association rate constant decreases coherently by about fivefold 
for the three different oligonucleotides dT5, dT6, and dT7 comparing dilute conditions (kon ≈ 34 ± 2 ×  107/s/M) 
with an environment constituted by 300 g/L PEG1 (kon ≈ 7.4 ± 0.4 ×  107/s/M, Table 2). Note that as in experi-
ments performed in pure buffer, the association rate constants in PEG1 are independent of the length of the 
oligothymidine (Table 2). Also, dissociation kinetics of the interaction between oligothymidines and BsCspB 
that are performed in presence of PEG1 follows the same trend as found in pure buffer. Addition of 300 g/L 
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Figure 3.  Probing the interaction between the oligothymidine dT5 and BsCspB in absence and presence of a 
crowded environment by applying kinetic stopped-flow fluorescence spectroscopy considering viscosities of 
solvents. The apparent rate constant, kobs, has been obtained for different stoichiometric ratios between dT5 
regarding BsCspB under dilute (colored in red, circles) and different concentrations of EG (A), PEG1 (B), 
glucose (C), and Dex20 (D): 100 g/L (colored in orange, rectangles), 200 g/L (colored in blue, triangles with tip 
to top), and 300 g/L (colored in cyan, triangles with tip to bottom). All experiments have been performed at 
T = 288 K using cBsCspB = 60 nM. A linear function has been used to perform regression analysis of experimental 
data regarding kobs (continuous line) to obtain rate constants of ligand association, kon, and dissociation, koff. 
Associated data are presented in Table 2 and Figs. S7A,B and S8A–C. (E) Dependence of macro- (ηbulk) and 
microviscosity (ηmicro) on the concentration of PEG8 (symbols with central dot), PEG1 (closed symbols), and 
EG (open symbols). (F) Dependence of macro- and microviscosity on the concentration of Dex20 (closed 
symbols) and glucose (open symbols). The following concentrations of crowding agents have been used: 50 g/L 
(colored in red, circles), 100 g/L (colored in orange, rectangles), 150 g/L (colored in cyan, triangles with tip 
to top), and 200 g/L (colored in blue, triangles with tip to bottom). Diffusion coefficient, D, probed by NMR 
spectroscopy reports on the microviscosity of the sample. (G, H) Kinetic rate constants reporting on association 
and dissociation of dT5 to BsCspB applying different crowded environments: EG (filled circles, colored in red), 
PEG1 (open circles, colored in orange), glucose (filled rectangles, colored in blue), Dex20 (open rectangles, 
colored in cyan). The continuous line represents a linear fit comprising all kon values independent of the 
crowding agent (G) as the koff value determined under dilute conditions (H).
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PEG1 leads to dissociation rate constants which decrease gradually starting from koff = 110 ± 5/s (observed for 
dT5), to koff = 10 ± 1/s (observed for dT6) and finally to koff = 3.1 ± 0.3/s (observed for dT7) (Fig. S8A,B, Table 2). 
Focusing on the interaction of dT5 with BsCspB we probed the effect of varying concentration of the added 
molecule. However, koff values are almost identical in presence of 100 g/L PEG1, 200 g/L PEG1, and 300 g/L PEG1 
(Fig. 3B, Table 2). For Dex20, like for PEG1, there was a slowing effect on kon value when Dex20 concentration 
was increased but no significant effect on koff values were observed (Fig. 3D, Table 2). Note that kon values found 
for binding of dT5 to BsCspB in presence of 100 g/L PEG1 or 200 g/L PEG1 (Fig. 3B) are comparable to kon values 
found in presence of identical concentrations of Dex20 (Fig. 3D, Table 2). It has to be considered that different 
viscosities present in solutions that are largely supplemented by inert molecules may affect molecular diffusion, 
and thus eventually the kinetics of ligand binding. Note that the bulk viscosity of solutions comprising 200 g/L 
EG, 200 g/L PEG1, or 200 g/L PEG8 covers considerably more than one order of magnitude (Fig. 3E). In paral-
lel, the microviscosity changes only by about one order of magnitude when turning from EG to PEG8 applying 
the same concentration (Fig. 3E). The same observation is made for glucose and Dex20 (Fig. 3F). Differences 
in the viscosity of the solvent used (e.g. a ratio of about 3 comparing bulk viscosities of 200 g/L Dex20 with 
200 g/L PEG1 and of about 2.5 comparing corresponding microviscosities) do not per se result in kon values of 
pronounced differences characterizing the interaction of dT5 with BsCspB. Thus, an identical concentration of 
molecules that are added to the solution under study leads to comparable kinetics of ligand association whereas 
ligand dissociation shows differences between solutions comprising PEG1 or Dex20.

In a next step, we extended the kinetic analysis to the interaction between ssDNA and BsCspB in the pres-
ence of low molecular weight EG and glucose. The kon values determined in presence of EG or glucose agree 
quantitatively very well with the findings made in presence of PEG1 or Dex20 before. The association rate con-
stant characterizing binding of dT5 to BsCspB decreases with increasing concentration of EG (Figs. 2A, S8C) or 
glucose (Fig. 2C, Table 2). Thus, this general trend cannot be solely explained by viscosity effects as macro- and 
microviscosities for solutions comprising EG, PEG1, glucose, or Dex20 molecules vary significantly (Fig. 3E,F). 
However, since equilibrium affinity, the KD value, was affected differently by EG and glucose (Fig. 2C, Table 1), 
we anticipated differences in koff values. Indeed, the dissociation of dT5 from BsCspB is decreased by a factor of 
about two to three in presence of 300 g/L glucose as compared to dilute conditions, whereas 300 g/L EG increases 
koff by up to two-fold (Fig. 3H, Table 2). The effect of EG was also tested at different concentrations: for 100 g/L, 
to 200 g/L, and 300 g/L EG, the observed koff value raises gradually (Figs. 3A, S8C, Table 2). Contrarily, this is 
not observed when the concentration of glucose increases: the koff value remains at 40/s for 100 g/L, 200 g/L, 
and 300 g/L glucose (Fig. 3H, Table 2).

Summing up, all four molecules supplemented to the solution that is studied in kinetic experiments, PEG1, 
Dex20, EG, and glucose, slow down association rate constants in a concentration-dependent manner (Fig. 3G). 
However, whereas larger molecules PEG1 and Dex20 have no significant effect on koff rate constants, low molecu-
lar weight EG and glucose affect that parameter, too (Fig. 3H). While EG increases koff rate constants, the presence 

Table 2.  Numerical values reporting on the association rate constant, kon, and the dissociation rate constant, 
koff, quantifying the interaction between different oligonucleotides and BsCspB obtained under dilute 
conditions and in crowded environments determined by kinetic stopped-flow fluorescence spectroscopy. 
The value of koff

eq has been calculated by applying koff
eq = KD*kon (see Table 1 reporting on KD values). 

The concentration of BsCspB was set to 60 nM in all experiments except in presence of 300 g/L EG 
(cBsCspB = 300 nM). A 5- to 20-fold stoichiometric excess of ligand concerning BsCspB has been used in all 
kinetic stopped-flow fluorescence experiments which have been performed at T = 288 K. n.d.: not determined. 
Associated data are shown in Figs. 3A–D, S7A,B, and S8A–C.

Ligand Condition kon  (107/s/M) koff (/s) koff
eq (/s)

dT5 Dilute 34 ± 1 100 ± 10 260

dT6 Dilute 32 ± 1 n.d 18

dT7 Dilute 35 ± 4 n.d 4

dT5 100 g/L EG 25 ± 2 120 ± 10 n.d.

dT5 200 g/L EG 15 ± 1 160 ± 10 n.d.

dT5 300 g/L EG 10 ± 3 230 ± 10 510

dT5 100 g/L PEG1 23 ± 1 100 ± 10 n.d.

dT5 200 g/L PEG1 13 ± 1 100 ± 10 n.d.

dT5 300 g/L PEG1 7 ± 1 110 ± 5 270

dT5 100 g/L glucose 29 ± 1 40 ± 10 n.d.

dT5 200 g/L glucose 18 ± 1 40 ± 10 n.d.

dT5 300 g/L glucose 10 ± 3 40 ± 5 130

dT5 100 g/L Dex20 27 ± 2 70 ± 20 190

dT5 200 g/L Dex20 8 ± 1 85 ± 5 50

dT5 300 g/L PEG1 7 ± 1 110 ± 5 266

dT6 300 g/L PEG1 7.8 ± 0.1 10 ± 1 40

dT7 300 g/L PEG1 7.5 ± 0.1 3.1 ± 0.3 13
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of glucose is capable to decrease koff rate constants. The differential modulation of kinetic rate constants observed 
for the utilization of different crowding agents implies that altered viscosity of the solvent (on both microscopic 
and macroscopic scale) is not responsible for this observation. Also effects due to excluded volume caused by 
the molecules which have been added to the solution under study, including depletion interactions, cannot 
exclusively explain our experimental data.

Solvent exchange of BsCspB amide protons depends on particular crowded environment in 
use. The kinetic analysis showed that the change in association kinetics between ssDNA and BsCspB does not 
depend on the type or size of the molecule that is added to the solution under study. In contrast, the change in 
dissociation kinetics depends on the specific choice of this molecule (Table 2): molecules possessing low molecu-
lar weight affect koff rate constants (showing different directions for EG and glucose) but larger molecules had no 
effect on koff rate constants. To address these puzzling results, that potentially hint towards solvent interactions 
and dynamics, we set out to probe the hydration shell around the protein as a function of the molecule which is 
added. Effects on water exchange dynamics due to presenting crowding environments may in turn modify the 
interaction between ssDNA and BsCspB (Fig. 4A–C). Note that a modified MEXICO approach was success-
fully applied before in order to explain the increase in overall thermodynamic stability of BsCspB at a residue-
by-residue level when dilute conditions and crowded environments (comprising Dex20, or PEG8 molecules) 
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Figure 4.  Impact of the presence of a crowded environment on the exchange between amide protons 
comprising BsCspB with solvent protons as probed by NMR spectroscopy. (A) The backbone of BsCspB is 
shown in cartoon mode (colored in gray) whereas dT6 is shown by using lines (colored in pink). Amide protons 
comprising BsCspB which are highly affected upon adding of 240 g/L EG (colored in orange, rectangles, (B)), 
240 g/L glucose (colored in blue, triangles, (B)) as well as 240 g/L PEG1 (colored in orange, rectangles, (C)) 
or 240 g/L Dex20 (colored in blue, triangles, (C)) in comparison to dilute conditions (colored in red, circles, 
(B) and (C)) are highlighted by showing main chain atoms in stick mode (colored in blue). Associated data 
presenting residue specific buildup curves is shown in Fig. S9A–J. This figure has been prepared using 2ES2.pdb 
and PyMol (www. pymol. org).
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were  compared26. Here, we systematically probed solutions of 240 g/L EG, 240 g/L glucose, 240 g/L PEG1, or 
240 g/L Dex20 for their effects on the exchange of water protons with individual amide protons in BsCspB and 
compared to dilute conditions (Fig. S9A–J). The average of the rate constant of exchange for all residues which 
could be followed, kex

all, was specified to kex
all,dilute = (3.2 ± 8.5)/s (Fig. 4B,C). Interestingly, the region of amino 

acids possessing largest changes in chemical shifts upon interaction with dT7 (CSP ≃ 0.5 ppm seen for F38, K39, 
T40) determined under dilute conditions (Fig. S1C) and crowded environments (Fig. S1D,E) exhibit highest 
values in the exchange rate constant with kex

G35-K39,dilute ≃ 10.5/s, too (Fig. 4B,C). Focusing on crowded environ-
ments, cglucose = 240 g/L induces the strongest decrease in kex

all values compared to dilute conditions: kex
all,240g/

Lglucose = (0.5 ± 0.7)/s (Fig. 4B). This also holds for the analysis of the particular region which is predominantly 
affected by interaction with ssDNA: kex

G35-K39,240g/Lglucose ≃ 1/s (Fig. 4B). The slower water exchange dynamics cor-
relate with slower koff values (Table 2) at this condition. In contrast to glucose, EG increases koff values (Table 2) 
and in the presence of cEG = 240 g/L the kex value of almost all residues is higher for cEG = 240 g/L compared to cglu-

cose = 240 g/L which leads to kex
all,240g/LEG = (0.7 ± 1.0)/s and kex

G35-K39,240g/LEG ≃ 1.5/s (Fig. 4B), respectively. To com-
plement, cDex20 = 240 g/L leads to kex

all,240g/LDex20 = 1.5 ± 2.4/s whereas cPEG1 = 240 g/L leads to kex
all,240g/LPEG1 = 2 ± 3/s 

(Fig. 4C). The same tendency is observed when analyzing the region of largest changes of chemical shifts upon 
interaction of BsCspB with ssDNA: kex

G35-K39,240g/LDex20 ≃ 4.5/s compared to kex
G35-K39,240g/LPEG1 ≃ 7/s (Fig. 4C). For 

all crowded environments, the exchange between amide and solvent protons is slower than at dilute condi-
tions, but to various degrees. We note that kex values observed for amide protons in BsCspB decrease by about 
30 percent when turning from cEG = 240 g/L to cglucose = 240 g/L conditions. The same decrease in kex values is 
observed when turning from cPEG1 = 240 g/L to cDex20 = 240 g/L conditions. The analysis of exchange between 
amide and solvent protons suggests effects on dynamics in the water hydration shell encompassing BsCspB but 
cannot give full explanations for the koff values observed in kinetic stopped-flow experiments (Table 2). However, 
the changes in kex values observed when comparing the effects of low molecular weight glucose with EG and 
larger Dex20 with PEG1 are consistent with the trends in dissociation rate constants that were independently 
obtained by fluorescence stopped-flow methodology. Thus, the analysis of amide to solvent proton exchange 
experiments conducted at atomic resolution hints at modifications of the hydration shell around BsCspB as the 
source of cosolvent induced effects on protein–DNA binding. In addition, we found that neither cEG = 200 g/L 
nor cglucose = 200 g/L induces changes in NMR chemical shifts of the aromatic side chains (Fig. S10A,B) which 
constitute the main binding site of DNA in BsCspB. Importantly, none of our data suggest direct interactions of 
low molecular weight subunits (EG, glucose) and macromolecular crowders (PEG1, Dex20) with the protein. 
Instead, the observed effects appear mediated indirectly (hydration effects) or via weak, transient interactions 
that are dependent on the chemical features of the particular molecule in use.

Discussion
To investigate the impact of crowded environments on protein-to-DNA interactions, the binding of oligothymi-
dines of variable chain length to BsCspB were systematically examined by a variety of biophysical approaches. 
To create crowded environments, increasing weight volume fractions of low molecular weight molecules as well 
as macromolecules were included and experimental data was acquired at global as well as at atomic resolution. 
To be able to specifically compare size as well as chemical effects, we consequently used both small and large 
molecules of two types: EG, PEG1 and PEG8 as well as glucose and Dex20. First, upon analyzing the chemical 
shift for proton, carbon, nitrogen, and phosphorous resonance signals by high resolution NMR spectroscopy 
we revealed complete structural integrity of free and ligand-bound states of BsCspB in presence of the differ-
ent crowded environments. Thus, no significant perturbation of the common binding site between ssDNA and 
BsCspB36 could be observed at these conditions. However, differences in signal heights and line widths of NMR 
resonance signals comprising BsCspB hinted to specific changes in the dynamics of the protein-to-ligand inter-
action when comparing dilute conditions with crowded environments. This observation was corroborated by 
a precise analysis performed at a residue-by-residue level. Notably, residue Arg56 interacts with the phosphate 
backbone of  oligonucleotides36 and the inherent flexibility of the loop region where Arg56 is positioned is essen-
tial for high affinity binding of ssDNA to BsCspB34. We found effects of crowding on cross-peak signal height 
for Arg56, and the amide proton of Arg56 was one of the most affected when comparing exchange with solvent 
protons under dilute versus crowded conditions (Figs. 4A,B, S9J).

In terms of thermodynamic aspects of the DNA–protein interaction, we found a significant decrease in 
ligand binding affinity when comparing dilute conditions with crowded environments of EG, PEG1, or PEG8 
(Figs. 2A,C,D, S6A–D). This observed decrease in ligand binding affinity is strongly dependent on the weight 
per volume fraction of the molecules present in solution, but not the molecular size of the particular molecule 
being used (Fig. 2D, Table 1). The magnitude of this effect is dependent on the length of the oligothymidine in 
use. An about 20-fold decrease in binding affinity to BsCspB was observed comparing dilute conditions with the 
presence of cPEG1 = 300 g/L for dT7 (Fig. S6A,B), which possesses an affinity in the low nanomolar range under 
dilute conditions, but, only a three-fold decrease in affinity when comparing dilute conditions with cPEG1 = 300 g/L 
for dT4 (Fig. 2A), an oligonucleotide possessing a binding affinity to BsCspB in the micromolar range under 
dilute conditions. Notably, in contrast to EG, PEG1 and PEG8, solutions comprising glucose or Dex20 at about 
300 g/L are not capable to significantly modify the binding affinity of dT5 or dT7 to BsCspB when compared to 
dilute conditions (Figs. 2B–D, S6E).

To understand the underlying reasons for the differential effects in ligand binding affinity, we explored ligand 
association and complex dissociation kinetics at different conditions. These experiments revealed that a crowded 
environment is generally capable to significantly decrease the association rate constant as a function of the 
concentration of crowding agents (Fig. S3G). The observed change in the association rate constant is possibly 
mediated by a crowding agent induced reduction of structural flexibility in the regions carrying residues Lys7, 
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Asp25, and Arg56 comprising BsCspB, which exert long range charge-charge  interactions36 and are in part 
located at sites of great conformational flexibility under dilute conditions, but do not possess significant changes 
in chemical shifts upon ligand interaction (Fig. S1C). Long range coulombic interactions have been identified to 
initiate protein–ligand  interaction43 and therefore the association rate constant might inherently depend on the 
flexibility of regions carrying charged residues that allow ligand recognition and binding. In contrast to effects 
seen for the rate constant of ligand association, the change in the dissociation rate constant is dependent on the 
particular molecule that is added to the solution under study (Fig. 3H). As compared to dilute conditions, the 
presence of EG increased the dissociation rate constant in a concentration-dependent manner. On the other 
hand, PEG1, glucose and Dex20 did not show this concentration dependent increase: PEG1 did not affect dis-
sociation rate constant at all as compared to dilute conditions, for glucose, the dissociation rate constants were 
roughly halved as compared to in buffer only. The presence of Dex20 slowed down ligand dissociation to a value 
in between that was found for glucose and that for applying dilute conditions. Taken together, the decrease in 
DNA–protein affinity found for EG and PEG1 (Fig. 2E) arises from slower ligand association only (in the case 
of PEG1) and from slower association combined with faster dissociation (in the case of EG). For Dex20 and 
glucose, the almost invariant ligand binding affinity (Fig. 2E) is due to compensating effects on the kinetic rate 
constants, such that slower ligand association is paired with slower ligand dissociation. Here the effect on ligand 
association is larger for Dex20, but the effect on dissociation is larger in magnitude for glucose.

The results open several questions to be answered before there is quantitative understanding of the observa-
tions: why are all association rate constants slowed down in a similar manner for all different molecules that have 
been added to the solution under study when the micro- and macroviscosity differ among these conditions? Why 
is the dissociation of ssDNA from BsCspB accelerated when EG (but no other molecule) is used? And why does 
glucose and Dex20 retard ligand dissociation, but this is not seen for EG and related molecules with increasing 
degree of polymerization? Finally, what is the role of excluded volume effects in the experimental data that have 
been obtained in presence of PEG and Dex20?

We propose that inherent chemical features of the molecule under study determine the precise impact on 
ligand-to-protein affinity via the molecules’ differential ability to manipulate the protein’s hydration shell. Thus, 
we propose that low molecular weight EG modifies the DNA binding interface in BsCspB such that it promotes 
faster DNA dissociation. EG may be incorporated into the hydration shell around BsCspB due to its inherent 
ability of  solvation44,45: this small organic compound and its polymeric derivatives harbor to some extent hydro-
phobic characteristics similar to a weak organic solvent. In contrast, glucose tends to be excluded from BsCspB’s 
hydration shells due to its more polar  character46–49. In accord with opposite behavior, glucose does not increase 
the dissociation rate constant but instead slows it down. These effects become less pronounced for the larger 
molecules PEG1 and Dex20 as the number of molecules that are added to the solution of interest decrease with 
increasing molecular weight while the concentration in mass is kept constant. Additionally, chemical features as 
e.g. polarity and capability of hydrogen bonding are not identical when comparing larger molecules with mono-
meric counterparts while keeping concentration in mass constant. Using a battery of NMR probes including 1H, 
13C, 15N, and 31P chemical shifts for BsCspB and the ligand has not given experimental evidence for direct inter-
actions with any of the molecules used here for supplementation. Instead, our data exclude such distinct direct 
interactions. Therefore, we argue that ‘soft’ interactions between the molecule added to the solution (with regard 
to its chemistry) and the hydration shell encompassing the protein regulate ligand binding affinity via modulation 
of both association and dissociation kinetics. Such molecule-dependent modification of protein hydration has 
been reported  before50,51. Especially, hydration effects were used to explain the slowing down of water dynamics 
around a protein in presence of PEG while the hydrogen bonding network was still  unaffected52. It is important 
to note that it was not possible to unravel these ‘soft’ interactions in our experiments even if we performed care-
ful, multidimensional analyses of the chemical environment of the protein and the ligand at atomic resolution. 
Essentially, the combined application of dynamic NMR and kinetic stopped-flow fluorescence experiments was 
required to consistently interpret the underlying mechanism governing the impact each crowded environment 
had on the DNA–protein system. Importantly, the profound and differential effects observed here cannot be 
explained by excluded volume theory which would predict same effects for all inert (macro)molecules. Nonethe-
less, there will be some excluded volume in presence of PEG1 and Dex20 molecules, that is absent in presence 
of EG and glucose, that may provide steric effects as an additional but not dominant factor.

To sum up, we conclude that non-dilute environments can have substantial impact on the association/dis-
sociation kinetics between nucleic acid ligands and target proteins via hydration shell mediated modifications 
of soft interactions. This result questions studies solely performed in vitro under dilute conditions regarding the 
quantitative determination of ligand binding affinity and kinetics. It has to be expected that binding reactions 
monitored in vitro are not necessarily indicative of the true affinity or ligand specificity in vivo. A crowded 
environment is inherently capable to impact intrinsic dynamics of proteins and interactions among them via 
excluded volume (steric, dominant for large molecules), depletion (attractive, based on exclusion of solutes 
from the proximity of inert particles) and solvent (soft interactions) effects. This may especially affect dynamics 
at surface exposed motile loop  regions50, areas in a protein which are easily accessible for  solvent26, and long 
range charge–charge interactions between the ligand and the target protein (if the added molecule possesses 
charge). Note that we have applied here crowded environments possessing concentrations which are below (true 
for EG and glucose) and above (true for PEG1 and Dex20) a critical concentration, c*, that separates between 
a dilute and a semi-dilute regime of the molecules that are used to crowd the solution under  study17. However, 
the impact such solutions have on the affinity between dT5 and BsCspB are comparable for EG (below c*) and 
PEG1 (above c*) as well as for glucose (below c*) and Dex20 (above c*) (Fig. 2C,D) eventhough they individually 
represent different regimes. Thus, our study shows that for the DNA–protein system comprehensively investigated 
here, soft interactions—that are dependent on the chemical nature of the surrounding molecule added in high 
concentration—may dominate.
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Taken together, crowded environments have intricate effects on ligand-to-protein binding processes and 
may tune, in nontrivial and chemistry-specific manners involving both entropic and enthalpic forces, many key 
reactions in vivo, for example signal transduction which often involves transient ligand–protein interactions.

Material and methods
Protein expression and purification. Protein expression and purification has been conducted as 
described  previously26. Purified protein samples were shock frozen and stored at − 80 °C.

NMR measurements. All samples were probed at T = 298 K or T = 294.4 K and contained 5% v/v  D2O, 
20  mM disodium phosphate at pH 7, and variable amounts of polyethylene glycol of a molecular weight of 
1 kDa (PEG1, purchased from Roth), 8 kDa (PEG8, purchased from Roth), or dextran of a molecular weight 
of 20 kDa (Dex20, purchased from Pharmacosmos). Oligonucleotide to BsCspB titrations started at a protein 
concentration of 250 µM for dilute conditions and 100 g/L PEG8, and at a protein concentration of 150 µM for 
dilute conditions, 200 g/L PEG8, and 300 g/L PEG1, and 300 g/L Dex20. The stepwise addition of heptathymi-
dine (purchased from biomers) up to a twofold excess regarding concentration of BsCspB leads to a final increase 
in sample volume of < 5%. Two-dimensional 1H–15N HSQC and 1H–13C HSQC NMR spectra as well as one 
dimensional 31P spectra were recorded on a Bruker Neo 800 MHz spectrometer equipped with a cryogenic probe 
head or on a Bruker Avance III 600 MHz spectrometer also equipped with a cryogenic probe head. Readout of 
cross-peak signal heights and chemical shifts occurred using the software  nmrView53, the spectra were processed 
using the software  nmrPipe54. Readout of line width of cross-peaks occurred by the command “peakw” using the 
software Topspin (Bruker). The assignment of backbone 1H–15N resonance signals of the free state of BsCspB has 
been transferred from Balbach et al.33 and has been verified by acquiring HNCA, HNCAB, and HN(CO)CACB 
 experiments55. The assignment of resonance signals of the DNA-bound state of BsCspB has been adapted from 
Zeeb et al.34. The assignment of resonance signals reporting on aromatic residues comprising BsCspB acquired in 
2D 1H–13C HSQC spectra have been obtained from Weininger et al.56. Triple-resonance NMR experiments were 
conducted on a Bruker Avance III 600 MHz spectrometer equipped with a cryogenic probe head. All spectra 
were directly referenced in the proton dimension to TMSP (purchased from Alfa Aesar) that was added to each 
sample to a final concentration of 70 µM.

Analysis of chemical shift perturbations (CSPs). For the calculation of CSPs, 1H–15N HSQC spectra 
of 150 µM BsCspB (20 mM disodium phosphate/HCl, pH 7.0) in absence or in presence of 300 g/L PEG1 were 
acquired on a Bruker 800  MHz spectrometer equipped with a cryogenic probe head operated at T = 298  K, 
spectra of BsCspB in presence of 300 g/L Dex20 were acquired on a Bruker Avance III 600 MHz spectrometer 
equipped with a cryogenic probe head operated at T = 298 K. All spectra were referenced to TMSP (1H dimen-
sion) as well as to 15N ammonium chloride (15N dimension) under the respective conditions. Perturbations of 
chemical shifts were weighted according to Grzesiek et al.57.

Analysis of rate constants applying amide to solvent proton exchange methodology. Two-
dimensional heteronuclear 1H–15N NMR spectra were acquired for BsCspB on a Bruker Avance III 600 MHz 
spectrometer equipped with a cryogenic probe head operated at T = 298 K using a modified MEXICO pulse 
sequence (Measurement of EXchange rates in Isotopically labeled COmpounds)58 using mixing times of 
tmix = 10, 20, 30, 50, 70, 80, 100, 120, 140, 160, 180, 200 and 250 ms in absence and presence of cEG = 240 g/L, 
cPEG1 = 240 g/L, cglucose = 240 g/L, or cDex20 = 240 g/L. Double measurements of mixing times of tmix = 30, 100, and 
200 ms were applied to account for the experimental error. Regression of experimental data was done according 
to:

where Iref is the intensity in the modified MEXICO HSQC spectrum referenced to a 1H–15N HSQC spectrum 
omitting a mixing period, R1NH is the longitudinal relaxation rate constant of the respective amide proton, R1W 
is the longitudinal relaxation rate constant of water and kex the exchange rate constant of the amide proton with 
solvent protons. The longitudinal relaxation rate constant of water was independently obtained by an inversion 
recovery experiment and yielded R1W = 0.29 ± 0.01/s (dilute conditions), R1W = 0.45 ± 0.01/s (240 g/L Dex20), 
R1W = 0.45 ± 0.01/s (240 g/L PEG1), R1W = 0.49 ± 0.01/s (240 g/L glucose), and R1W = 0.51 ± 0.01/s (240 g/L EG). 
The NMR samples contained about cBsCspB = 0.5 mM. Data regression occurred using the software OriginLab.

Determination of macro‑ and microviscosity. Macroviscosities, ηbulk, of solutions containing different 
concentrations of EG, PEG1, glucose, or Dex20 molecules have been determined at T = 298 K by using a Viscolite 
700 d15 instrument (precision of ± 0.1 cP). Corresponding microviscosities have been determined on a Bruker 
Avance III 600 MHz spectrometer equipped with a cryogenic probe head at T = 298 K by applying diffusion 
NMR methodology. Therefore, a pulse sequence comprising a stimulated echo assisted by bipolar gradients, G, 
employing an adapted diffusion time, Δ, ranging between 30 and 120 ms, and a gradient length, δ, of 3 ms along 
the z-axis was  applied59. Gradients were calibrated as described  in60. Three different gradient strengths have been 
repeated three times each to estimate the experimental error. Integrals for proton signals, I, were determined for 
EG, PEG1, glucose, and Dex20 and used for calculation of the diffusion coefficient, D:

(1)Iref =
kex

R1NH + kex − R1W
∗ (exp(−R1W ∗ tmix)− exp(−(R1NH + kex) ∗ tmix),
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where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio of protons. Data regression occurred using the software OriginLab. According 
to the Stokes–Einstein equation, D is a direct measure for the microviscosity, ηmicro, in the respective sample com-
prising different concentrations of EG, PEG1, glucose, or Dex20 molecules. The following hydrodynamic radii, 
rH, have been used to finally determine ηmicro: rH

EG = 2.9 Å61, rH
glucose = 4.5 Å62, rH

PEG1 = 9.4 Å61, rH
Dex20 = 32.4 Å63.

Steady state fluorescence measurements. Thermally equilibrated samples were measured under stir-
ring in a temperate-regulated holder at T = 298 K, using a silica glass cuvette of 10 mm diameter (Helma). An 
FP-8500 spectrofluorometer (Jasco) was used for excitation of intrinsic tryptophan of BsCspB at a wavelength 
of 280 nm, detection of fluorescence emission spectra occurred from 290 to 400 nm. Fluorescence intensity 
readout occurred at a wavelength of 342 nm. All samples contained 20 mM disodium phosphate at pH 7, and 
variable amounts of ethylene glycol (EG, purchased from Roth), polyethylene glycol of a molecular weight of 
1 kDa (PEG1, purchased from Roth) or 8 kDa (PEG8, purchased from Roth), glucose (purchased from Sigma 
Aldrich), or dextran of a molecular weight of 20 kDa (Dex20, purchased from Pharmacosmos). Titration experi-
ments started at a protein concentration of 4 µM, 2.8 µM, or 0.5 µM. The stepwise addition of the respective 
oligonucleotide (purchased from biomers) to at least a five-fold excess regarding BsCspB caused a final increase 
in sample volume of < 3%. For each titration experiment, at least 28 measuring points were recorded where each 
measuring point is the average of triplicate measurements. The concentration of nucleic acids was determined 
via absorbance measurement using a NanoDrop One setup (Thermo Fisher Scientific) with the specific extinc-
tion coefficients ε260

dT4 = 36,800/M/cm, ε260
dT5 = 46,000/M/cm, ε260

dT6 = 55,200/M/cm, and ε260
dT7 = 64,400/M/cm. 

In respect to the buffer’s background fluorescence, all raw data were corrected by data regression of blank meas-
urements with increasing concentrations of each oligo nucleotide under the respective buffer condition. Analysis 
of steady state fluorescence data occurred according to the binding  equation64,65:

with:

where Q stands for quenching of intrinsic tryptophan fluorescence upon addition of the respective nucleotide. 
Qmax represents the maximal quenching observed upon saturation of the binding event in BsCspB using respec-
tive ssDNA. [P]0 and [L]0 are the overall concentrations of protein and ligand, n is the stoichiometric binding 
factor of the protein–DNA complex, and KD is the dissociation constant of the complex. Data regression occurred 
using the software OriginLab.

Kinetic fluorescence measurements. Kinetic fluorescence measurements were conducted using an 
SX-20 stopped flow machine (Applied Photophysics). Excitation occurred at a wavelength of 278 nm, emission 
was monitored using a 320 nm cut-off filter. All experiments were conducted at T = 288 K using c = 60 nM or 
c = 300 nM (holds for cEG = 300 g/L only) BsCspB in 20 mM disodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.0 and variable 
amounts of ethylene glycol (EG, purchased from Roth), polyethylene glycol of a molecular weight of 1  kDa 
(PEG1, purchased from Roth), glucose (purchased from Sigma Aldrich), or dextran of a molecular weight 
of 20 kDa (Dex20, purchased from Pharmacosmos) to implement a crowded environment while using a 5 to 
20-fold excess of oligothymidines (purchased from biomers) regarding concentration of BsCspB. This experi-
mental setup allows to apply a pseudo-first order approach for data  evaluation33. Thus, linear regression of the 
observed rate constant, kobs, plotted over the concentration of ligand provides ligand association, kon, as slope 
and the dissociation rate constant, koff, as interception with the y-axis. A more accurate estimation for koff is 
further derived from the relation koff

eq = kon*KD, where KD has been estimated by fluorescence experiments in 
equilibrium (see Eq. 3). The oligonucleotides dT5, dT6, and dT7 were used in kinetic experiments following the 
interaction with BsCspB.

Data availability
The data that support the findings of this study are available from the corresponding author upon reasonable 
request. Source data are provided with this paper.
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